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Wavelength conversion and traffic grooming in WDM networks have been one of the most researched 
areas and technologies of importance in optical networking. Network performance improves noticeably 
by reducing wavelength continuity constraint (using wavelength converters) and by improving the 
wavelength switching options (using traffic grooming), thereby reducing the network blocking 
probabilities and improving network performance. Through this thesis work we have analyzed the 
effect of increasing number of wavelength converters and grooming devices over the network 
performance. Deciding the amount and location of these devices to be used in a network is equally 
important. For this, we have used different placement schemes on our proposed network model and 
assumptions. Our work has been done through the simulations of different device placement scenarios 
and the results have been analyzed using blocking probability as the performance metric. We have 
reviewed the performance of wavelength converters with different grooming devices. Our reviews and 
work, correctly predict the behavior of results as demonstrated by the results of other referred 
literatures. 
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Abstract 

Wavelength conversion and traffic grooming have been among the most researched areas and 

technologies of importance in optical networking. Network performance improves significantly 

by relaxing the wavelength continuity constraint using wavelength converters and by improving 

the wavelength utilization using traffic grooming. We have done a literature review that 

compares the performance of wavelength conversion devices with different traffic grooming 

devices. This thesis work analyzes the impact of increasing the number of wavelength 

conversion devices and grooming capable devices using different placement schemes for our 

proposed network model, traffic loads and link capacities. Deciding the number and location of 

these devices to be used in a network is equally important. This work has been done through the 

simulation of different device placement scenarios and the results have been analyzed using 

connection blocking probability as the performance metric. Our reviews and work, correctly 

predict the behavior of results as demonstrated by the results of other referred literatures relating 

to wavelength conversion and traffic grooming. 
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1. Introduction 

Within the past few years the WDM technology in optical networking domain has gained 

an irreplaceable position for commercial purposes, due to ever-increasing traffic demands. In 

order to fulfill the newly emerging bandwidth hungry services like triple play (transmission of 

video, audio and data using video on demand or IPTV), video conferencing, cloud computing, 

content delivery networks (CDN), file sharing, real-time gaming, etc., the WDM technology has 

gained an important place in metro and wide area networks. It is further expected to penetrate 

into the local area networks.  

The WDM technology has reached outstanding transmission rates having theoretical bandwidths 

of 87 Tbps within a single transmission band (called conventional band and popularly known as 

C-band, used in commercial transmission systems). Commercial transmission systems use a total 

bandwidth of 0.44 Tbps (@ 10 Gbps per wavelength for 44 wavelengths) to 3.52 Tbps (@ 40 

Gbps per wavelength for 44 wavelengths). The optical interfaces of different capacities have 

emerged lately with transmission speeds from 51.84 Mbps (OC-1) to 160Gbps (OC-3072). They 

are currently used commercially and in research. [35]  

With the above mentioned transmission standards in WDM, there were some issues related to 

optical transmissions like delays, bit error rates, dispersion, crosstalk etc.  New dynamic routing 

and wavelength assignment algorithms came into existence. These algorithms establish and tear 

down the lightpaths (dedicated connections between the source and destination) dynamically for 

fulfilling the call requests from a source to a destination. Such algorithms helped in reducing 

connection establishment problems using efficient wavelength allocation schemes and provide 

improvements in the network performance.      

The optical network layer (belongs to the physical layer of OSI model) has its own client 

networks like the SONET, IP/MPLS, OTN etc. SONET has been a successful technology that is 

usually implemented in metro rings using add drop multiplexers for dropping or adding the 

traffic signals. SONET multiplexes different traffic signals from low speed transmission media 

standards (defined by SONET from STS-1 (51.84 Mbps) to STS-192). These SONET signals are 

electronically processed in SONET boxes and uses optical signals for communication. IP / 

MPLS acts as client layer directly to optical layer, with SONET as intermediate layer or with 

SONET and ATM as intermediate layer. OTN, also known as AON uses optical network 

components interlinked by optical fibers. OTN provides transport, survivability, routing and 

management functions to optical signals. Unlike SONET, ITUT has defined a framework (ITUT 

G.709), layers and frame format for the OTN transportation.  This OTN framework can carry the 

Ethernet signals from IP routers at full bandwidth of 10, 40 or 100 Gbps [12].  

The use of WDM technology has worked in various ways to exploit the network bandwidth and 

improve performance. However the problem of delays due to packet processing by the IP routers 

for transmitting the real-time traffic, demands high bandwidths. This means that the IP routers 
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form the bottleneck to fulfill the real-time services to customers. This problem has been resolved 

up to some extent by the use of IP-over-WDM technology within metro networks and by PON in 

access networks. Using advanced PON technology (G/E PON, WPON etc.) the optical 

wavelengths are directly delivered to the customer end. This avoids the delays due to the 

processing of real time signals at intermediate IP routers between the source and destinations.   

Bandwidth requirements of big companies are in Gbps, while the end users are in Mbps, that is 

too less as compared to the capacity of an entire wavelength. In order to accommodate low speed 

streams and reduce the wastage of wavelength bandwidth, technologies like traffic grooming is 

used. Traffic grooming is classified as single-hop and multi-hop based on their functionalities 

that depend upon switching of wavelength channels at different granularities. 

Services demanding high bandwidth like video conferencing, real time gaming, etc. and use of 

technologies like IP-over-WDM and PON discussed above, shows us the importance of optical 

technologies. However, in order to implement technologies like wavelength division 

multiplexing, routing, wavelength assignment, wavelength conversion and traffic grooming, we 

need proper equipment like wavelength switches, wavelength converters and grooming capable 

devices. Proper placement of these devices in a network is equally important. This thesis work 

investigates and analyzes different placement schemes for wavelength switches, converters and 

grooming capable devices in a network. 

1.1 Motivation 

Optical communication technology offers:  

 Higher transparency to different bit-rates and protocol formats. 

 Higher frequency range as compared to Ethernet or radio signals.  

 Data transmissions at high bandwidth within optical channels. 

 Smaller & less complex optical infrastructure. 

 Less power consumption measured in nano-watts, saving a lot of energy. 

 Stronger protection from transmission problems (electromagnetic interferences, 

dispersions, cross-talks, etc.). 

 Low loss & low bit error rates (@ 10-12 BER) during transmissions.  

Due to the above mentioned benefits of optical communication system, they are implemented in 

current transmission systems and are under research for next generation optical networks [12]. 

With time, it was necessary to use the optical networking devices like wavelength converters and 

grooming capable cross-connects in an effective manner for cost efficiency and to increase the 

overall network performance. Intelligent placement of these devices has been an important issue 

and has motivated us to efficiently plan some placement schemes for simple wavelength 

switches, converters and grooming capable devices. For this, we have done the literature review 

involving a comparative study of wavelength converters and grooming capable devices, analyze 

each device independently on our proposed placement schemes and finally compare the results 

with the reviewed literature. 
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1.2 Background 

Fiber optic networks have been used in telecommunication systems since 1980s, providing high 

transmission speed and bandwidths. Development in optical technology has provided routing and 

wavelength assignment algorithms, wavelength grooming techniques and protection 

mechanisms. There has been a demand for optical networking in areas like cloud computing, 

next generation optical networks, storage data centers and security etc. A comprehensive 

overview of current optical technology, ITU-T recognized standards and its future scope has 

been described in [12].  

Several different architectures for core, metro and access parts (like HFC, PON) have been 

proposed with the objective of providing better services to the end users. Our proposed network 

model and traffic engineering scenario have been motivated by the standards mentioned in [17] 

and [18] respectively.  

Various research works on routing and wavelength assignment algorithms have been done to 

analyze the best ones. One such outstanding research is done in [5]. We have done a literature 

review of [5] and found the best performing routing algorithm. We have further analyzed the best 

routing algorithm through simulations and found similar result. This simplest routing algorithm 

is used for further analysis.  

Literature [19] helps us to better understand the wavelength convertible networks. There have 

been informative research works related to different sparse wavelength conversion techniques 

[29]. However these conversion are sparse nodal (using full wavelength converter on all sparse 

nodes), sparse switched output (using limited number of converters on all sparse nodes) and 

sparse range (having limited range converters on all sparse nodes). Sparsely distributed full 

wavelength converters have been compared with fully established full wavelength converters in 

[20]. Our work proposes different placement schemes in a network, when a full wavelength 

converter is used.  

Further, our survey reviews various works on different grooming technologies. Article [30] 

analyses the effect of number of grooming nodes in a network using shortest path single-hop and 

maximize lightpath multi-hop algorithms. The results in [30] show that multi-hop grooming 

outperforms the single-hop grooming. The result also shows that an increase in the full multi-hop 

grooming devices in the network reduces the connection blocking probability of the network. 

Article [25] provides in detail architectures of different grooming devices. It analyses that 

increase in the grooming fabric (G-fabric) switching within a grooming node reduces connection 

blocking probability. It also proves that multi-hop full grooming devices are best in performance 

when compared to others. We have reviewed the behavior of network blocking probability with 

an increased number of G-fabric switching. We have analyzed an increase in network blocking 

probability with the increasing devices over edge and intermediate nodes using different 

placement schemes.   

Article [9] provides a detailed evaluation method of connection blocking probability, 

which is a very important performance metric for many other research works in optical networks 

related to wavelength conversion and traffic grooming.  We have used an open source optical 

network simulator which has the options to simulate network models for the analysis of 

wavelength conversion and traffic grooming techniques. Finally we analyzed a combination of 

all devices (individually one after another) over edge nodes along with either wavelength 
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converters or partial grooming devices over the intermediate nodes. A similar study has been 

proposed in [22] wherein the author has analyzed the converters, followed by grooming devices 

and then by a mix of grooming capable devices and converters on the same nodes. The results 

from [22] show a minor difference when using only grooming capable devices and a mix of 

grooming capable devices & wavelength converters over the same node.   

1.3 Aim 

 The aim of this thesis is to find the sparse and best possible locations of wavelength 

conversion and grooming devices in our network and to find the best possible scheme by 

analyzing their blocking probabilities. 

1.4 Objectives 

 There were few a milestones to achieve our aim. The first objective was to gain an in 

depth knowledge about routing and wavelength assignment algorithms and simulating them on 

the proposed network model. We used the best performing algorithm as a benchmark for all the 

remaining simulations. Our next objective was to study the wavelength conversion methodology 

in a network. Next we studied the grooming technologies. In order to analyze the routing and 

wavelength assignment algorithms, wavelength conversion and traffic grooming technologies, 

we studied in detail about the simulation tool and selected ‘HEGONS’ (Heterogeneous 

Grooming Optical Network Simulator) as the most appropriate tool for our work. Our next step 

was to plan different device placement schemes for wavelength switches, wavelength converters 

and the grooming capable devices in our network, simulate them in the tool and analyze the 

results to find the best placement scheme. Finally, in order to evaluate the results, we studied the 

connection blocking probability as a performance metric. The results obtained from the graph 8.9 

also lead to some conclusion regarding device comparison in best possible combinations. 

1.5 Scope 

 Our work through this thesis covers the wavelength division multiplexing technology 

within optical networks. The major drawback of optical infrastructure involves cost and 

planning. We focus on a comparative analysis of different optical network devices, technologies 

and algorithms. This included device placement schemes and selection of proper technologies & 

algorithms that play an important role in reducing the connection blocking and cost thereby 

improving the performance. 

1.6 Methodology 

This thesis work comprises of: 

 Detailed study of books by expert authors, research works IETF standard RFCs, different 
researches validated by IEEE and ITU-T. 

 Implementation of various optical networking methodologies and techniques, through our 

proposed network model and assumptions. 

 The theoretical knowledge gained has been simulated in ‘HEGONS’ tool, which is a 
research based simulator. 
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 Evaluations and analysis methodologies are chosen according to different metrics as 
mentioned in ’Aims and Objectives’ part. 

1.7 Thesis Structure 

Section 1:  This part consists of Introduction, background, aims and objectives, scope and 

methodology of this thesis work. 

Section2:  This part presents the history of optical networking, explanation of different types of 

commonly used switching and multiplexing techniques, working and types of wavelength routed 

WDM networks and the importance of performance metrics like blocking probability.   

Section3: This topic provides the architecture, functionalities and placement schemes for 

different optical networking infrastructure. 

Section4:  This section gives an explanation and working of various routing and wavelength 

assignment algorithms, their benefits and drawbacks. 

Section5:  This area covers different network designing and architectural modules for optical 

networking infrastructure used according to advance technology and standards.    

Section6:  This domain investigates the grooming techniques, grooming capable devices and 

their working methodologies. 

Section 7:  This shows our proposed network model, our assumptions and summarizes our 

research simulation tool ‘HEGONS’.  

Section8: This includes the results and discussions by analyzing the graphs obtained from 

simulations. 

Section 9:  This final section concludes the thesis work. 
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2. An overview of optical networks  
 Optics is the science of light and optical technology is also called photonics. Photonics is 

increasingly being used in data communication because it provides ultra-high-capacity and speed 

in storage, communication and computation [12]. Optical technology has solved the problem of 

bandwidth limitations. The internet which we know today would not be possible without optical 

technologies. 

Lightpath is used for data communication in optical fibers. A lightpath is an optical connection 

carried end to end, from a source to a destination over a wavelength on each intermediate link. 

2.1 History of optical networks 

The graph below shows the development stages of optical technology and infrastructure from 

first generation optical networks until the third, in the past few decades with increasing 

customers and bandwidth demands.   

 

Figure 2.1: Graph showing advancements in optical technologies with increasing bandwidth requirements. 

2.1.1 First generation networks 

The figure 2.1 shows the box labeled as 1st generation networks that were electrical networks 

and were not using the optical fibers. They included T1/E1 transmission systems where T1 

represents Transmission systems for North America, Canada and Japan while E1 represents the 

transmission systems for Europe and the rest of the world except North America, Canada and 

Japan.  The T1/E1 systems carried bit streams of 1.544 Mbps and 2.048 Mbps respectively. They 

were originally for carrying the data using TDM and TDMA. These carrier systems were the 

most followed standards before the fiber optic networks. 
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2.1.2 Second generation networks 

 In figure 2.1, the box labeled as 2nd generation in figure 2.1, represents the first 

generation of optical networks. First generation optical networks were only used for low BER 

transmission and higher capacities than copper. In these networks, transport was done by fiber 

optics and switching, routing and other network related intelligent functionalities were done by 

electronics. Example of first generation networks are SONET and SDH. At each ADM, the 

signal is converted from optical to electrical to be processed. 

First generation optical networks were mostly point to point and single wavelengths were used to 

provide the full bandwidth functionality. 

2.1.3 Third generation networks 

 Second generation optical networks have routing, switching and intelligence in the 

optical layer [2]. Routing and switching were performed by electronics in the first generation 

optical network and for that the signal has to be converted from optical to electrical form. But in 

second generation optical networks, the signals are not needed to be converted from optical to 

electrical as they are processed in the optical domain. 

The second generation optical network also called All Optical Networks and they carry the data 

of first generation networks. The elements which make a network as All Optical Network are 

OLT, OADM and OXCs. 

2.2 Types of switching / multiplexing techniques 

 There are basically two main type of switching services used in the network transmission: 

circuit switching and packet switching. The type of service used is decided based on the data 

being transmitted: audio, video and data. The circuit switching technology also known as the 

connection oriented technology involves switching nodes, terminals and the transmission media.  

The switching nodes may be of electrical (analog or digital) or optical technology. These 

switching devices basically provide temporary or dedicated connections between source and 

destination nodes, upon request process the request and finally tear down the connection (these 

temporary or dedicated connections in wavelength division multiplexing are known as lightpaths, 

discussed later in this report). The switching node architectures are discussed in detail in chapter 

3 of this report. Circuit switching guarantees the fixed amount of bandwidth per consumer, 

which is available for them for fixed or variable time durations depending on the requirements. 

The sum of all individual bandwidths over the link should be less than the total bandwidth of the 

link.  

The multiplexing techniques are further divided into frequency, wavelength, time and space 

division schemes as described below [2]. 
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Figure 2.2: Circuits switching with three dedicated circuit switched connections [1]. 

2.2.1 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) 

 Frequency division multiplexing is an old technique in which the total bandwidth of the 

medium is divided into non overlapping frequency sub-bands in frequency domain. WDM is a 

category of FDM. The spacing between the carrier frequencies is more than the channel 

bandwidths so that the channel bandwidths do not overlap. FDM signals are mostly used for both 

the radio and television channel broadcasting. Figure 2.3 below shows the difference in 

processing of WDM and TDM. 

2.2.2 Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) 

 This technique mostly carries the digital data (voice, video or data) by concatenating 

different bits of incoming channels or streams and transmits them together as one 

communication channel. The incoming channels are divided into timeslots of fixed length and 

duration. A TDM multiplexer is a device that multiplexes several low speed connections to a 

high speed channel. The sequence of timeslots and their fixed length is maintained for easy de-

multiplexing at destination sites. This TDM multiplexer is also responsible for de-multiplexing 

of time slots from a single high speed stream containing various timeslots from different 

channels. The process of de-multiplexing timeslots is also known as TDMA as the destination 

here is assumed to be accessing different timeslots. The TDM shown in figure 2.3 represents the 

time slots of each colored wavelength being transmitted individually, one after another providing 

them with fixed time duration. The figure also shows a wavelength division multiplexer 

transmitting different colored wavelengths simultaneously from input to output in a dedicated 

manner [34]. 
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of working procedure of TDM and WDM [34]. 

2.3 Categories of optical networks 

 Optical networks are categorized as all-optical or transparent, translucent and opaque. 

The choice of these typically depends on the availability of all-optical fragments within the 

network and the types of switching devices available. All-optical or transparent network is the 

one which transmits the data irrespective of bit rate, protocol format or modulation format 

(analog or digital). These features of transparent network makes it service-transparent too, i.e. 

the network can be used for any kind of service transmission like audio, video, data or a 

combination of these. Another advantage would be that the change in the network bit rates or 
protocols will not require the change in the hardware. Transparent networks are mostly used in 

the core backbone of large networks as they have less processing delay and power requirements. 

Such network does not undergo optical to electrical conversions.  

Opaque networks are the ones that undergo optical to electrical conversion. The data in these 

networks is passed through point to point WDM networks while switching is performed in the 

electrical domain. Since the signals are converted from O/E/O, they are regenerated 

automatically in the conversion process. There is also a possibility for traffic grooming at finer 

wavelength granularity, likewise multiplexing of multiple SONET STS-1 channels into a single 

OC-48 carrier (2.5Gbps). The delays in the electronic processing may cause latency and jitter. As 

the electronic switch looks in detail of each frame, it allows for monitoring of each frame very 

carefully [10]. 
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Figure 2.4: Opaque networks (a) opaque electrical switch fabric (b) transparent optical switch matrix [33]. 

O/E/O transceivers (shown as Transceiver cards in Figure 2.4 (a)) are required at each node and 

are expensive components. These transceivers also regenerate the signals. Ultra-long haul 

systems increase the space between regenerators and reduce the number of regeneration devices. 

Irrespective of whether a network has optical or electrical switches, if the network allows the 

wavelengths to undergo O/E/O conversions, the network is termed as opaque. Similarly, if the 

network does not allow any such conversion, it is said to be Transparent (as shown in Figure 2.4 

(b)).  

The third type of network is the translucent network that combines the benefits of both opaque 

and transparent networks. This type of network provides O/E/O signal regenerations and / or 

grooming of wavelengths at finer granularities. Translucent networks use two different 

techniques namely sparsely distributed opaque switch nodes and hybrid optical cross-connects. 

In sparsely distributed opaque switch nodes, network has few electrical wavelength converters 

where regeneration is required as compared to the optical ones. Hybrid optical cross-connects 

maintain both the optical and electrical switches in the single node. The optical cross-connect 

bypass the signals that do not need regeneration while the electrical switch is responsible for 

signal regeneration and grooming. Figure 2.5 below shows an optical network using the 

translucent switch. 
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Figure 2.5: Optical network with a translucent switch [33]. 

The figure 2.5 above also shows how a DWDM system makes use of a translucent switch to 

process and switch both the optical (using optical switch) and electrical signals (assuming the 

presence of electrical switch within the regenerator pools shown in the figure above), all within a 

single node.  

 

Figure 2.6 (a): Figure showing wavelength windows at 850, 1550 and 1330 nm. 

The figure 2.6 (a) shows three transmission windows with less attenuation rates. They are at 850 

nm, 1350 nm and 1550 nm. The 850 nm window was used with LEDs and multimode fibers with 

attenuation rates at 2 db/km to 3 db/km.  The second transmission window 0.4 db/km to 0.5 

db/km and may be used with lasers and single mode or multimode fibers. Wavelengths of this 

transmission window are mostly used in metro and campus networks. The third transmission 

window 1550 nm has minimum attenuation at 0.15 db/km to 0.2 db/km and its wavelengths 

usually work for long haul systems. They are mostly used with monochromatic lasers diodes, 

single mode fibers, amplifiers, etc.  
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Figure 2.7 (b): Wavelength bands showing increase DWDM [8]. 

The figure 2.6(b) depicts the wavelength bands: Original (O), Extended (E), Short Wavelength 

(S), Conventional (C), Long Wavelength (L), Ultra-Long Wavelength (U) when infrared 

spectrum from 1260 nm to 1675 nm was split into different transmission bands. The most 

commercially used waveband is the C-band having 44, 88, 176 and 352 wavelengths at 10, 50, 

25 and 12.5 Ghz channel spacing respectively. The ITUT standard G.694.1 is for DWDM and 

uses C and L bands with channel spacing of 12.5 Ghz, 25 Ghz, 50 Ghz and 100 Ghz. Increasing 

the bandwidth of optical transmission is done by increasing the bitrate per channel and/or 

increasing the number of channels. The ITUT standard G.694.2 is for CWDM and uses O, E, S, 

C and L bands with a channel spacing set to 20 nm.  In CWDM, 18 wavelengths may be used 

from 1271 nm to 1611 nm. The C-band is the most commercially used band for long haul 

systems having lower wavelength limit of 1530 nm and higher wavelength limit of 1565 nm. 

A DWDM system ensures that any incoming wavelength on any incoming optical link is 

transmitted to any outgoing optical link. Most of the long distance, point to point networks these 

days are DWDM SONET networks requiring OEO conversions whereas current research is 

mostly on the PXCs (photonic cross-connects) that work in all optical domain that can support 

speeds more than 25 Tbps [1]. DWDM boxes (MUX/DeMUX) can provide multivendor 

interoperability and use multichannel interfaces for transmission between two DWDM boxes or 

as single channels between the DWDM transceivers and optical MUX / DeMUX [8]. 

2.4 Wavelength routed WDM networks 

WDM networks provide concurrency by multiplexing more than one wavelength and 

transmit them simultaneously within the same fiber. A lightpath is an optical connection, from a 

source to a destination over a wavelength on each intermediate link. These end to end all-optical 

circuits offer bandwidths equivalent to the bandwidth provided by single wavelength. Such 

optical networks are referred to as the wavelength division multiplexing networks [1]. WDM 

networks can carry more than 160 wavelength channels, with the advancement in technology 

supporting over 160 channels, with each channel having 10 Gbps of transmission capability. A 

lightpath may span multiple fiber links and is identified by the wavelengths that it carries [4]. 
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2.5 Wavelength continuity constraint and wavelength conversion 

If a lightpath occupies the same wavelength on all the fiber links that it traverses, then 

this is called as the wavelength continuity constraint [5]. This constrained is relaxed using 

wavelength conversion technique. The wavelength conversion feature is used when a lightpath 

cannot be established using a single wavelength channel on all intermediate links between source 

and destination [6]. 

 

Figure 2.8: Comparison of wavelength continuity and wavelength distinct constraint [1]. 

The RWA algorithms are needed to do the intelligent RWA for the lightpaths. In order to 

maintain such RWA, there exists a wavelength distinct constraint, that no two lightpaths within a 

single fiber should be carrying a similar wavelength. Another constraint known as the 

wavelength continuity constraint says that no two interconnected links within a lightpath should 

be carrying different wavelengths [7]. The lightpaths L1 and L2 in figure 2.7 above follow the 

wavelength continuity and wavelength distinct constraint. 

Wavelength continuity constraint usually results in inefficient bandwidth utilization and high 

connection blocking ratio. If the switching nodes are applied with the wavelength converters then 

the wavelength continuity constraint does not apply. Wavelength conversion is a process that 

takes as its input; a data channel modulated on to an optical carrier with a wavelength λin and 

produces as its output the same data channel modulated onto an optical carrier with a different 

wavelength λout. 

 

Figure 2.9: A wavelength converter at node 2, converting λ2 to λ1 [6]. 
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In figure 2.8, node 1 wants to send λ2 to node 3, however λ2 is already occupied from node 2 to 

node 3, so the node 2 converts λ2 coming from node 1 to λ1 going to node3. A network with all 

its nodes having full wavelength converters, works as a circuit switched telephone network. 

A disadvantage of circuit switched network is its inability to handle the bursty traffic efficiently. 

In order to deal with bursty traffic, packet switching technology is used. Packet switching 

exploits a technique known as statistical multiplexing which is a better approach than the fixed 

multiplexing. In bursty traffic, only a few data streams are active at a time, those streams use 

variable bandwidths on the link. 

2.6 Connection blocking and its estimation 

The connection blocking is the probability that an incoming connection or call request is 

blocked or denied, due to insufficient resources between the source and destination [8]. For every 

dynamic connection request, a lightpath is needed to be established. Otherwise the connection is 

blocked. Blocking probability is also a measure of performance in dynamic wavelength routed 

networks.  A network’s performance is inversely proportional to the amount of connection 

blocking in the network. 

Common causes of connection blocking within a network: 

 Insufficient network resources. (Unavailable Link Bandwidth or Wavelengths) 

 Lack of wavelength converters in the network. 

 Routing and wavelength assignment decisions made on outdated network state 
information. 

Insufficient network resources mean lack of available wavelengths and converter. If we have 

less number of wavelengths and converters then the blocking probability will be high. The 

wavelength continuity constraint increases the blocking probability. According to this 

constraint, the same wavelength should be maintained on all the links from source to 

destination. This constraint affects the performance of the network by blocking connections 

requests because of unavailability of common wavelengths on intermediate links. Hence, 

using a wavelength converter reduces the connection blocking probability. 

In order to minimize the blocking probability, RWA algorithm should be designed carefully, 

because these algorithms not only give the information about the availability of the path 

between source and destination but also give information about the location and numbers of 

the converters.  Figure 2.9 shows how the blocking occurs with or without wavelength 

converters. Wavelength λ4 at Link1 cannot be routed to Link2 over ‘λ3’, if the node 2 does 

not have the wavelength conversion capability and they will be blocked. 
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Figure 2.10: Node 2 without a wavelength converter [9]. 

The mathematical model for blocking probability of single independent link blocking to path 

blocking may be estimated as a network having: 

C Connections (or ‘C’ wavelengths in case of WDM networks) 

λ calls per second and  

1/µ seconds as call holding time (lightpath duration) which is exponentially distributed over 

average holding time. 

Probability that there are ‘n’ calls in progress is given by: 

[1] 

Now, the path blocking formula for an end to end connection may be represented using: 

λsd as arrival rates or calls per second from a source ‘s’ to destination ‘d’,  

λxy as the arrival rates over the link xy (link from node ‘x’ to node ‘y’),  

R(s,d) as the route from the ‘s’ to ‘d’.  

The load on a link (x,y) may by calculated as the sum of all the s-d pairs that pass the traffic 

through that link. 
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[1] 

Hence, for a successful transmission, there must always be good routing and wavelength 

assignment algorithms, in static or dynamic environment, that will ensure extra wavelengths over 

the links along any route.   

Therefore the total blocking probability from the source‘s’ to destination ‘d’ as: 

[1] 

Here, pxy(C) is the blocking probability on the link xy, with C calls in progress. The path 

blocking probability can be calculated as 1-(1-p1)(1-p2), where we may consider p1, p2 as the 

single intermediate links between the source and destination. 

Designing WDM networks require trade-offs between different parameters like wavelengths, 

blocking probability, power, network utilization, bit error rates, offered load etc.  

For a 160 Gbps channel requirement:  

- 64 Gbps channels may be installed at 2.5 Gbps each or  

- 16 wavelength channels at 10 Gbps each.  

The choice depends upon the performance factors like blocking ratio, traffic fairness or link 

utilizations achieved. Hence the parameters like traffic load and blocking ratios play an 

important role.  
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3. Optical network Infrastructure 

3.1 Introduction 

Fiber optic communication technology has brought a revolution since 1970s. This technology 

has rapidly replaced the copper wires, starting from the core backbone networks then gradually 

to the metro and now finally towards the access networks. It has been widely deployed both in 

the developed and the developing countries because of: 

 High transparency to different bit-rates and protocol formats. 

 High frequencies and bandwidths of optical carriers when compared to Ethernet (coaxial 

and twisted pair), radio and microwave systems. This allows more data to be transmitted 

at higher rates within optical channels. 

 Smaller in size, less complex and lighter in weight. 

 Less power consumption thus saving lot of energy. 

 Free from electromagnetic interference. 

 Have low loss and low bit error rates (@ 10-12 BER) during transmission. 

 Power consumption for optical devices is in nano-watts while for electronic components 

is in microwatts [12]. 

The world has seen advancements in this technology, beginning from the general optical devices 

like polarizer, wave plates, reflectors, filters, lenses and currently towards beam splitters, photo-

transistors, laser diodes, light emitters, receivers and optoelectronic devices etc. 

The optical communication process basically involves these steps: 

 Creation of optical signals involving the use of transmitters like lasers and LEDs (light 

emitting diodes). 

 Transmission of optical signals, through different fiber channels. 

 Strengthening of optical signal along longer channels using the devices like optical 

amplifiers and regenerators. 

 Routing or switching of optical signals using devices like optical or electrical switches 

and cross-connects. 

 Splitting or merging of optical signals using multiplexers/de-multiplexers, splitters or 

couplers. 

 Detecting and receiving of optical signals using Optical line terminals, photo-detectors or 

optical receivers, by converting them in electrical signals (using transponders).  

Current optical networks need to convert the optical signals to electrical signals and vice versa. 

These networks are said to be Opaque. Further research need to be done for making the networks 

transparent, in order to fully utilize the features and benefits of all-optical networks [12]. 
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3.2 Optical fibers 

Optical fiber is a communication system in which light is used as a carrier and fiber is 

used as a medium.  The fiber consists of an inner core material and outer cladding material which 

surrounds the inner core. The core and cladding are designed as, so that the light can pass 

through the core for a long distance before it become weak (attenuated) [2]. The performance 

characteristics of the various fiber types, vary considerably depending upon the materials used in 

the fabrication process and the preparation technique involved [15]. The index of refraction of 

the cladding is less than the refraction of the core, so when the rays of light hit the core and leave 

it, the cladding hit the rays back to the core. Figure 3.1 below shows the inner core and cladding 

of an optical cable. [2] 

 

Figure 3.1: The fiber having an inner core and an outer cladding [2]. 

Optical fiber is like a hair thin strand made of either glass (silica) or plastic. Due to its 

sensitiveness, it is enclosed in a safety jacket. Usually more than one fiber are enclosed in a 

single cable, that provide redundancy, increased bandwidth, safety as well as full duplex system 

by using fibers in opposite direction. The optical fiber communication system consists of 

transmitter (semiconductor laser and light emitting diodes), fiber optic and receiver 

(Semiconductor photo-detectors). The transmitter converts the electrical data into light signals 

and transmits it to the optical fiber, optical fiber transmits the data from the source to destination 

and the receiver converts the data back from light signals to electrical form. 

3.2.1 Modes in optical fibers 
Multi-mode and single mode, are two types of fibers in use. Multimode fiber has core of 50 to 85 

μm [2] and was developed in the early days. In multimode fiber, the light travels in the form of 

many rays in the core of the fiber and each ray takes a different path through the fiber with a 

different angle called mode. So each mode travels with a different speed from each other. Figure 

3.2 below shows a lateral view of an optical multimode fiber.  

Single-mode fibers have small core diameter of about 8 to 10 μm and were developed in 1984 [2]. 

In single mode fiber, the light can travel only in one ray, that’s why it is called single mode. 

Single mode fiber eliminates intermodal dispersion, increase bit rate and length between 

amplifiers and regenerator. 
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Figure 3.2: A multimode fiber transmitting more than one wavelengths in different modes [2]. 

The table 3.1 below shows different capacities of optical fiber communication systems in 

existence: 

 

Table 3.1: Different kind of optical fibers [27]. 

3.2.2 Advantages of fiber optic transmissions 

 Very high bandwidth for carrying data. 

 Very low attenuation (0.2dB/km). 

 Light in weight as compared to copper, small in size and diameter which lead to low cost.  

 New technologies like quantum cryptography in photonics are proposing more secure and 

cheaper ways for optical data transmissions.  
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 It is immune to electromagnetic interference and radio frequency interference, thus 

providing a greater safety. 

 No cross talk and disturbance. 

3.3 Optical Line Terminal (OLT) 

OLTs are the devices that are responsible for multiplexing multiple wavelengths into a 

single wavelength or fiber and also to de-multiplex a composite wavelength into multiple 

different wavelengths or fibers. Such devices are commonly used at the ends of a point to point 

connection. As shown in the figure 3.3, the three main functional elements of OLTs are 

transponders, wavelength MUX / De-MUX and optionally wavelength amplifiers. The 

transponders within the OLTs, mainly convert the incoming and outgoing signals from optical to 

electrical signals and vice versa respectively. This process of signal regeneration, for it to be 

used inside the upcoming optical network, is known as adaption.  

 

Figure 3.3: Optical line terminal (OLT) [2]. 

These transponders within the OLT generally convert the electrical signals into optical 

wavelengths having standards that are set by the ITU-T in 1.55 µm window and the incoming 

signal is set around 1.3 µm. However these network interface standards are vendor independent 

in most cases. The transponder is said to have network management, bit error rates and forward 

error correction at the end of the network. The interface between the client node and the 

transponder relies on the bandwidth requirements, type of client, distance and signal loss. In 

some client equipment technologies like SONET, the adaption process is handled within the 

client equipment itself like in SONET boxes before the signals reach the OLT multiplexers. 

Reducing the number of transponders within an OLT provides a cost and power efficient solution 

to the networks. The wavelengths coming out of an OLT is first multiplexed with other 

wavelengths using any of the multiplexing technologies and finally the composite wavelength 

after multiplexing is then boosted using an optical amplifier, if needed, within the OLT.  On the 

other end, the composite optical signal is first boosted using the amplifier and then sent through 
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the de-multiplexer, for them to be de-multiplexed into individual wavelengths, which are then 

sent through the transponder or directly to the client equipment [2]. 

Optical supervisory channel (OSC) is also working in parallel with the OLT.  The purpose of the 

OSC is to control the line amplifier (turning it ON/OFF), carry out the DCN (Digital Congress 

Networks) and some overhead information. The OSC works on a wavelength, which is different 

from the actual traffic [2]. 

3.4 Optical Line Amplifiers 

Signals get attenuated as they propagate through the fiber, also some devices like 

multiplexers and couplers add noise and jitter to them. Such devices are popularly known as 

lossy elements (as shown in figure 3.4 below). Since after a specific distance, the signals become 

too weak to be detected (process known as attenuation) and in order to make the signals to 

transmit efficiently through the fiber, they need to be amplified after every smaller distance. 

Normally this distance is from 80 to 120 km [2]. Typically the amplifiers consist of two or more 

gain blocks, which are placed in cascading (mid stage access), and some lossy elements 

(elements pertaining to power loss) is placed between the two gain blocks. There are different 

types of amplifiers in which the Raman amplifiers, erbium-doped fiber amplifier and 

semiconductor optical amplifier are most commonly used. As shown in figure 3.4 below, when 

the attenuated optical signals pass through the erbium doped optical coils, they gain their 

amplification levels and are then transmitted at high intensity. The “Pump” in the figure 3.4 

provides the required wavelengths on entry and exit of the Lossy Elements. 

 

Figure 3.4: A two stage erbium doped amplifier with a lossy element in between [2]. 

The process of optical amplification is independent of signal bit-rates and protocol formats when 

compared to regeneration. Optical amplifiers also manage amplification of large gain bandwidths 

for several wavelengths. There are also some disadvantages of using amplifiers. It introduces 

noise in the signal while passing through it. The process of amplification is also known as 1R 

regeneration. The process of removing the noise and jitter from the signals after re-amplification 

requires reshaping and retiming of the signals respectively, also known as the 2R and 3R 

regeneration process respectively. And this noise increases when it passes through multiple 

amplifiers due to the analog nature of the amplifier [2]. 
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3.5 Optical Add Drop Multiplexer (OADM) 

An optical add drop multiplexer (OADM) is an optical device having multiplexers and de-

multiplexers with a special methodology to pass through certain wavelengths and to add/drop the 

others in to different network paths or devices. An OADM can also add and drop individual 

DWDM signals from the photonic flow without converting the whole flow from optical to 

electrical. In the figure 3.5 below, the basic working of OADM is explained as  

 Wavelengths 1 and 4 are bypassed 

 Wavelength 3 is dropped and 

 Wavelengths 2 and 3 are new wavelengths that are added to the OADM [13]. 

 

Figure 3.5: Functioning of an Optical Add Drop Multiplexer 

These are cheaper infrastructure widely used as standalone devices within metro networks and as 

an amplifier side in long haul networks. As shown in figure 3.6 below, an OADM consist of 

transponder and OLT (MUX / DeMUX). To Add/Drop each wavelength, one transponder is 

required, as it performs OEO conversion. Therefore, less number of transponders makes the 

OADM more efficient in terms of cost and performance. The adding and dropping of the 

wavelengths within the OADMs has been depicted below:  

 

Figure 3.6: Optical Add/Drop Multiplexer [2] 

Such OADMs depicted above have zero channel constraints with minimal wavelength planning 

and uniformly fixed optical power losses. The losses and cost are directly proportional to the 

number of wavelength channels being dropped [2]. 
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The OADMs discussed above use the fixed and non tunable transponders. The figure 3.7 below 

shows a reconfigurable OADM that allows for the selection of desired wavelengths that are 

being dropped and added in a dynamic manner (that allow the flexible planning of the network 

and lightpaths to be set up dynamically as required). Such OADMs, having switching capability 

between the MUXs and DeMUXs along with the transponders that are either fixed wavelength 

transmitters and receivers or tunable wavelength transmitter and receivers, are said to be 

ROADMs. The second category of OADMs in which tunable transponders are used, are mostly 

used as wavelength conversion devices (discussed in section 3.7). Both OADMs and OXCs are 

mostly used in long haul mesh networks or metro ring networks (especially SONET/ SDH 

networks) [2]. 

 

Figure 3.7: Reconfigurable OADMs with fixed tunable transformers [2] 

3.6 Optical Cross Connects and Switches (OXC) 

An OXC is an optical switch with a large number of ports that can interconnect optical 

signals between multiple inputs and multiple outputs. This type of network infrastructure handles 

complex mesh topologies with more wavelengths, especially within core network. An OXC 

internally uses either optical or electrical switches. OXC acts as a pass through for forwarding of 

the traffic. They also have an ability to receive the signals from the different client equipment 

like SONET/SDH boxes, IP routers, ATM boxes etc or the usual WDM boxes.  Some basic 

features of OXCs include [2]. 

 Remote configuration and automated service provisioning of lightpaths. 

 Must be non-blocking i.e. any number of wavelengths must be able to drop or add. 

 Intelligent detection of network failures and rerouting of lightpaths. 

 Switching of signals to arbitrary bit rates and frame formats (transparency). 

 Wavelength continuity or wavelength conversion capability. 

 Grooming capability of optical signals at finer granularities with TDM or WDM. 

The optical switch cores within the OXCs have low power consumption, low cost and high 

switching capacity; however they lack low speed grooming, power regeneration and wavelength 
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conversion. The optical switching core is basically protocol and bit-rate independent while the 

electrical switching core is sensitive to fixed protocol format and bit-rate [2].  

An OXC can be defined as an N × N optical switch, which has following functionalities [14]: 

 It can switch the optical signal on incoming wavelength λi of input fiber k to the 

outgoing wavelength λi of output fiber m.  

 If it is equipped with converters, it can also switch the optical signal of the 

incoming wavelength λi of input fiber k to another outgoing wavelength λj of the 

output fiber m. 

 OXC can also be used as an OADM. 

 In the figure 3.8 shown below, wavelengths λ1 and λW of input fiber 1 are 

directed to output fiber N. Likewise, wavelengths λ1 and λW of input fiber N are 

directed to output fiber 1.  

 

Figure 3.8: Functionality of optical cross connect (OXC) [2]. 

Optical Switches 

The most important component of an OXC, are the large optical switches whose efficiencies are 

categorized as: 

 The number of switching elements required (which is directly proportional to cost and 

complexity of a switch). 

 Loss uniformity (which needs to be optimized by varying the minimum and maximum 

number of switching elements for specific inputs and outputs).  

 Number of waveguide crossovers whose quantity increases or decreases the power loss 

and crosstalk within the network. 

 Blocking Characteristics: which divide the switches in 4 categories: 
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Non-blocking: Any unused input port is connected to any unused output port. It has its 

subcategories: 

1. Wide Sense Non-blocking: This switch keeps track of existing connections. Any unused 

input port is connected to any unused output port without rerouting over existing 

connections. Example: Figure 3.9 below shows a 4x4 crossbar switch having 16, 2x2 

switches.  

                   

Figure 3.9: A 4x4 Crossbar Switch designed using 16 2x2 switches [2]. 

2. Strict Sense Non-blocking: This switch does not keep track of existing connections and 

any unused port is connected to any unused output port regardless of how the previous 

connections were made.  Example: Figure 3.10 below shows a 3 stage 1024 port Clos 

Switch or an n x n port based Spanke Switch.  

3.  

Figure 3.10: A strict sense non-blocking switch with 1024 x1024 inputs and outputs made using 32 x 64 and 32 

x 32 switches interconnected using three stage architecture [2]. 
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4. Re-arrangeably Non-blocking:  A Non-blocking switch that may require connections to 

be rerouted achieving non-blocking property.  Figure 3.11 below shows a re-arrangeably 

non-blocking switch. 

 

Figure 3.11: A rearrangeably non-blocking switch made using 20 2x2 switches [2]. 

All the above mentioned types of switches follow different techniques for switching within 

optical or electrical domain. 

3.7 Wavelength Converter 

A wavelength converter is a device that converts data from one incoming wavelength to 

another outgoing wavelength [2]. A device that can change the carrier wavelength of the channel 

without affecting its bit pattern that contains the information being transmitted [15]. It is also 

called as frequency changer, shifter or translator. It is called as up-converter and down-converter 

when it changes the original wavelength to a shorter wavelength or longer wavelength 

respectively.  

The wavelength conversion process is depicted in figure 3.12 below. Assuming there are 

2 wavelengths on each link in the network of three nodes from node 1 to node 3 and the network 

has 2 wavelengths λ1 and λ2 on each link. Now considering all the three nodes to be non-

convertible nodes, then the data transmission from node 1 to node 3 may not be possible as the 

node 2 lacks the wavelength conversion ability, considering wavelengths λ1 to be busy on the 

link 1 and λ2 to be busy on link 2. If we consider the node 2 to be the wavelength convertible 
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node, then this data transmission from node 1 to node 3 is possible by using the λ2 on link 1 to 

be converted to λ1 on link 2.    

 

Figure 3.12: A wavelength converter at node 2, converting λ2 to λ1 [16]. 

There are four type of Wavelength converter according to input/output wavelength.  

 Fixed input and fixed output wavelength converter, that convert a fixed input wavelength 

to a fixed output wavelength. 

 Fixed input and variable output wavelength converter, that convert a fixed input 

wavelength to any output wavelength. 

 Variable input and fixed out wavelength converter, that convert any input wavelength to a 

fixed output wavelength. 

 Variable input and variable out wavelength converter, that converts any input wavelength 

to any output wavelength. 

3.7.1 Importance of Wavelength Converter 

1. When the wavelength of the transmitted data from one network to the other network is 

not compatible, then converter is used on the boundaries of the different networks to 

make the connection possible. 

2. Converter is used to increase the utilization of the network by using all the wavelengths 

in the network (if there is no wavelength continuity constraint). 

3.7.2 Placement of Wavelength Converters 

 

Figure 3.13: Picture showing importance of segment sizes between wavelength converters. 
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The figure 3.13 above shows segments between two end routers. These segments are actually the 

transparent part of the route. A segment initiates or ends at every end router or a wavelength 

convertible router. The size of this segment is defined in terms of number of hops and is directly 

proportional to the blocking probability. This is due to the fact that it is usually hard to find a 

common wavelength on all the links of the segment due to the wavelength continuity constraint. 

This in turn increases the blocking probability. However, intelligent placing of few wavelength 

converters using better heuristic algorithms decreases the blocking probability by possibly 

maintaining smaller segment sizes.   

3.7.3 Types of Wavelength Converter 

There are two types of wavelength converter named as optoelectronic and all-optical 

(optical). In optoelectronic converter, the wavelength is converted in (optical to electronic to 

optical process) O/E/O process. This type of converter has optical transmitter and receiver. It 

receives the optical signal and converts it to electrical form. The electrical data is processed in 

the electrical domain and reconstitute the electrical signals by rectifying any errors in the signals. 

Besides re-amplification, the signals are also regenerated through reshaping during the process of 

wavelength conversion. Most optoelectronic converters operate at 2.5 Gbps and for high speed 

networks wavelength converters operating at 10 Gbps are used. Then the electrical signals are 

converted back to optical form and transmitted over optical medium. 

All optical converters do not undergo O/E/O conversion. The control can be optical or electrical, 

and the signal completely lies in optical domain, if the control is electrical, then the converter is 

called optical and if the control is optical then the converter is called All Optical. Figure 3.14 

below shows the general outline of a full wavelength converter being able to convert every single 

wavelength from the optical switch before multiplexing. 

 

Figure 3.14: Optical Switch with dedicated wavelength converters [16].  
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4. Routing and Wavelength Assignment Algorithms 

4.1 Introduction 
Routing can be defined as the transfer of information (data) from source to destination through 

intermediate links. In optical networks, a light path must be assigned to the data when it is 

transferred within the optical network. For each connection request, a physical route is selected 

first or decided by the algorithm and then a wavelength is assigned, so that the information is 

transferred on that path. So the first part is the routing and second part is the wavelength 

assignment. 

4.2 Static RWA 
In static RWA, the set of connection request is known in advance. Its purpose is to establish as 

many connection requests as possible while minimizing the number of wavelengths used in the 

network. The static RWA is also called SLE problem [19]. 

Static Lightpath Establishment: SLE problem accommodates a given set of Connection requests 

over an established Physical Topology. In SLE, lightpath request are known in advance and the 

routing and wavelength assignment operations are performed offline [5]. 

Purpose: 

 Minimize the number of wavelengths to establish lightpaths for a given set of connection 

requests. 

 Maximize the number of lightpaths for the given connection requests and a given number 

of wavelengths. 

SLE problem can be formulated as an integer linear programming problem (ILP). There are two 

cases of ILP in static RWA. First case is without wavelength conversion (Wavelength 

Continuity), which is further solved in two ways: 

1. By minimizing the number of wavelengths to establish the lightpaths, which in turn 

minimizes the number of lightpaths on each link. 

2. By maximizing the number of lightpaths for a given set of wavelengths and given set of 

connection requests. 

The second case with wavelength conversion is solved by minimizing the number of 

wavelengths to establish lightpaths that will minimize the number of lightpaths on each link. 

4.3 Dynamic RWA 
In dynamic RWA, the connection request arrives dynamically in a random order to the network 

and dynamic RWA algorithm must establish a connection for each request as it arrives. Dynamic 
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RWA works online and the objective of RWA problem is to route and assign a wavelength so 

that connection blocking probability is minimized and the lightpath establishment is maximized. 

4.4 Routing Algorithms 

4.4.1 Fixed Routing 

In fixed routing a route is pre-computed, between the source and destination and the same pre-

computed route is used when there is any connection between the same source and destination 

nodes. The route is calculated offline through standard shortest path algorithm like Dijkstra or 

Bellman-ford [5]. 

High blocking probability occurs if: 

• No wavelength available on any link of shortest path route. (route with wavelength 
converters). 

• No common wavelength available on all the links of the shortest path route. (route with 
wavelength continuity). 

4.4.2 Fixed Alternate Routing 

In fixed alternate routing a set of alternate routes are pre-computed for each pair of network 

nodes. These routes are computed offline and stored in a routing table having an ordered list of 

fixed routes to each destination (With first entry as the primary path and the rest as the alternate 

paths). To establish a connection request, the network controller will search a route from the set 

of alternate routes and if no route is found then the connection will be blocked [19]. 

Pros: 

• Provides some degree of fault tolerant capability. 

• Less blocking probability than fixed routing. 

Cons: 

 Blocking occurs if no available route is found from the list of available routes (primary 

and alternate). 

4.4.3 Adaptive routing 

In adaptive routing, a route between a source and destination is selected online depending 

on the current state of the network as well as path selection policy like least cost path or least 

congested path first. Global network state information is used by network controller to establish 

a route between two nodes [19]. 

 Pros:  

• Less blocking probability than fixed alternate. 

• Higher degree of fault tolerance. 
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Cons: 

• Increased computationally complexity. 

4.5 Wavelength Assignment Algorithms 

4.5.1 Random 

It searches all the wavelengths available on each link of the route and then chooses one available 

wavelength randomly with uniform probability. This method of wavelength assignment has no 

communication overhead. The only drawback is that it has computation cost. 

4.5.2 First Fit 

All the wavelengths are indexed and searched according to their wavelength numbers. Finally the 

lowest numbered wavelength is selected first. No global information (communication overhead) 

is required having less computation cost as compared to random [19]. 

4.5.3 Least Used 

This approach selects the least used wavelengths to be assigned in the network thereby 

maintaining the load on all the wavelengths equally. This allows for more number of 

wavelengths to be available for the newly arriving requests. However since more computational 

cost is involved, this approach is mostly preferred in the centralized control systems rather than 

the distributed ones. Further this method has less performance than the random and has extra 

storage cost [19]. 

4.5.4 Most Used 

This approach works in contrast to the least used by selecting most used wavelengths for 

assignment in the network and packs the connections into fewer wavelengths. This approach has 

almost the similar disadvantages as that of the least used. 

4.5.5 Least loaded 

This approach selects the least loaded wavelength on a most loaded link. This wavelength needs 

to be available on maximum number of fibers in that path along the route for transmissions [19]. 
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5. An Insight to Optical Network Architectures 

5.1 Introduction 
In general, network designing modules are logically separated as core, metro 

interoffice and metro access.  Since the birth of telephone network, public carriers have played 

an important role to provide bandwidth services to the private corporation who make use of these 

services. They are also responsible to distribute them to hundreds of end users in various sectors 

like education centers, hospitals, etc. The long haul networks are developed for long distance 

communications and data transmissions. The carriers responsible for bearing the installations and 

maintenance of telecommunication infrastructure over larger scale were RBOC Southwestern 

Bell Communications handling AT&T Inc. and Verizon Communications (formerly the RBOC 

Bell Atlantic) handling MCI. While in Europe, the sectors responsible for such investments were 

government held organizations like PTT (Postal, Telephonic and Telegraphic) companies, which 

over time have encouraged various privately owned corporations to open such 

telecommunication sectors to provide high end technology services to the end users.  

 

These private sectors basically provide an extension to the services of public sectors. Such 

private sectors had the need to come up with some technologies of designing the networks that 

span from a few kilometers to the hundreds of kilometers [2]. 

 

Networks spanning less areas, like within a building or consisting of few kilometers are called 

local area networks (LAN). The networks spanning ten to hundreds of kilometers, typically for 

campuses, hospitals, government sectors etc. are categorized as metropolitan area networks 

(MAN) and the networks that span bigger areas from hundreds to thousands of kilometers (kms) 

are said to be wide area networks (WAN). 

 

Basically the LAN and MAN come under the access parts of networks that cover a few 

kilometers, while the WANs are counted as the Metro interoffice or Long haul networks. Some 

of the different network topologies, used in designing LAN and MAN are the star, bus and ring 

topologies while those in core parts are the linear, mesh and ring topologies. Few comparisons of 

long haul and metro systems include transmission distances. Long haul uses hundreds to 

thousands of kilometers, while metro typically uses up to 100 kms. Another difference would be 

of the traffic channels where long haul uses 2.5 Gbps, 10 Gbps or 40 Gbps of transmission links, 

while metro uses highly diverse SONET like channels to work along with fiber and gigabit 

Ethernet [2].  

 

The figure 5.1 depicted below shows complete network incorporating long haul, core, metro and 

access parts. DWDM in the figure stands for the dense wavelength division multiplexing. 
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Figure 5.1: A combination of Long Haul, Metro and Access Network 

5.2 Long Haul Optical Networks 
The long haul is the part of the network that interconnects more than one city while the 

metro lies within the regional cities and are subdivided into core, inter office and access. The 

main goal of long haul systems is to minimize the number of repeaters per unit distance. Current 

Long Haul WDM systems have the repeater spacing of about 400 to 600 kms, with some Ultra 

Long Haul systems, extending to a few thousands of kilometers. The metro access networks 

extend from the central office (CO) to different end user locations. Most long haul optical fibers 

(ITU-T G.652D) have standard 0.25 db/km signal attenuation rate and the transmission 

equipment have about 22 db of attenuation for a distance of around 88 km. Different types of 

interoffice connections have been in existence: 

 

Interoffice  (Short Reach) < 2 Km  

Short Haul Interoffice (Intermediate Reach) 15 Km @ 1310nm and 40 km @ 1550 nm 

Long Haul Interoffice (Long Reach) 40 Km @ 1310nm and 80 km @ 1550 nm 

Very Long haul Interoffice. 60 Km @ 1310nm and 120 km @ 1550 nm 

Ultra Long Haul Interoffice. 160 Km. 

Table 5.1: Table showing the distances covered by different long haul architectures. 

 

The interconnection links and infrastructure of the long haul networks usually involves costly 

installations or deployments. The long haul and the intercity network distances in larger land 

areas such as North America are over thousands of kilometers and basically contain sparsely 

populated interconnections and devices. They mostly use mesh metro networks interconnected 

by the rings. While in Europe the links and devices are densely deployed and extend to smaller 

distances of up to a few hundreds of kilometers when compared to the American 

interconnections.  
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5.3 Metro Optical Networks 
The metro interoffice are the mesh networks that interconnect different central 

offices or carriers within a large metro region or a big city and alternatively provide a handoff 

between the long haul networks and the central offices of metro access part. Metro 

configurations usually works well with the ring topologies as it is economical when compared to 

other topologies. The rings sometime used in the metro access parts are separated at few 

kilometers to few tens of kilometers in diameter. Most WDM deployment within the metro parts 

of the network is used by the larger companies interconnecting their data centers within storage 

area networks where speeds of several gigabits per second and support for various protocol 

formats are required. Traffic protection is included in long haul networks using the OXCs and 

digital cross connects (DCC) while in the metro networks the protection is provided by the 

carrier transmission systems. Metropolitan optical networks have in theory used the same fiber 

technology as the passive optical networks. Thus briefly describing, metro network interconnects 

a full range of client protocols from enterprise/private customers in access networks to backbone 

service provider networks. They provide multi-protocol, multi-service, and sub-rate support for 

bit-rates ranging from DS-0 (64 Kbits/sec), DS-1 (1.5544 Mbits/sec), DS-3 (44.736 Mbits/sec) 

and 10/100 Fast Ethernet, traditional ATM and frame relay circuits: OC-3 (155 Mbits/sec), OC-

12 (622 Mbits/sec), OC-48 (2.5 Gbits/sec), OC-192 (10 Gbits/sec). 

5.4 Access Networks 
 The main goal of most of the current telecommunication sectors within the access 

networks is to provide approximately 100 Mbps of bandwidth to each customer premise for all 

the real-time data communications involving triple play services of data, voice and video. These 

are the networks that involve the parts starting from the service providers to the customer end 

(home or business). Today, the telecom companies include two types of technologies namely, 

POTS and the broadcast analog service using the cable network while digital services over the 

DSL. Using these services the companies try to provide both the internet and high speed data 

access. Emerging from Telephony and ISDN with the downstream bandwidths of 4 Khz and 144 

kbps respectively, next came the Interactive video service with 6 Mbps bandwidth and the IPTV 

service having 20 Mbps. Finally with the business services involving bandwidth upto 10 Gbps 

including video on demand and video conferencing for bandwidths of 20 Mbps and 6 Mpbs 

respectively.  

 

Irrespective of any service in existence, they are classified into three main groups namely, 

bandwidths that they offer, whether their services is symmetric (two way communication) or 

asymmetric (one way) and finally if the service is broadcast (indicating that similar data is 

communicated to all the users within its domain Eg: Analog Video over Cable) or switched 

(indicating that different users within a single domain get different data. Eg: Telephone networks 

or Internet access). 

 

Basically the access network consists of hubs (also known as the Head ends or central offices in 

case of telephone networks and basically the optical line terminals in optical networks), remote 

nodes and the network interface units (NIUs at the end user locations). Each hub serves more 
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than one Network interface unit at a single customer premise or more than one customer that it 

may support. The remote nodes (which are basically the splitters in case of optical networks) act 

as intermediaries between the hub nodes the NIUs.  The interface between the hub and the 

remote nodes are known as the feeder network (which may classify the network as either shared 

or dedicated) while the interconnections between the remote node and the NIUs are known as the 

distribution networks (which may be either broadcast or switched networks as handled by the 

remote nodes). Broadcast networks are all similar and easy to deploy whereas the switched 

networks involves complexity in designing and deployment due to the different users, 

demanding different bandwidths. However the maintenance of the switched networks is easy in 

terms of fault isolations and security. The feeder network having dedicated bandwidth provides 

dedicated frequency bands or wavelengths (channels) to the dedicated NIUs while in the shared 

feeder network the total bandwidth is shared using the time division multiplexing (TDM- where 

each NIU gets a chance to access the entire bandwidth for small periods of time) among the 

NIUs at the ends of the remote node further connected in that network. This makes the four 

combinations of services from feeder and distribution networks. The first is shared broadcast 

services like cable TV or TPON (telephony passive optical network), next combination is the 

dedicated broadcast services which provides similar data to all users over dedicated wavelengths 

using WPON technology (Wavelength Routed Passive Optical Networks), the next combination 

makes the dedicated switched services like POTS, DSL and WRPON finally the shared switched 

services [2]. 

5.5 Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) 
This technology has since been in existence due to their efficiency and compliance with 

older laid coaxial cable networks in the LANs or customer premises. This network allows for the 

a mix of fiber and coaxial cable network, in which the fiber networks are established in the 

feeder networks from the central offices to remote nodes and further the coaxial cables are used 

to extend the networks from the remote nodes to several NIUs or customer locations. The 

limitations are,  

- 8200 subscribers supported by an OLT,  

- 500 to 2000 homes by a remote node if it is an active optical switch or a router or else  

- 1:32 split based passive optical splitter is used and  

- 50 to 500 homes are supported by a coaxial leg coming from a remote node splitter.  

The cable bandwidth used in traditional HFC system is 50 Mhz to 550 Mhz for down streaming 

of traffic and 5 Mhz to 40 Mhz for up streaming traffic whereas the conventional HFC networks 

offer bandwidth over 800 Mhz. This amount of bandwidth offered to the users usually depends 

on the number of users connected to the remote node of this network and the traffic requests 

from them. These enhanced HFC networks provide a high splitting ratio at the remote nodes with 

powerful amplifications of up to 1.55 µm and multiplexing up to 1.3 µm. These networks usually 

run over the bus, tree and ring topologies [2]. 

 

Another type of network equipment acting in between the remote nodes and the network 

interface units are the ONUs, also known as cabinets, each of which may serve 8 to 64 

customers. These devices depending on their placement and distance from the customer location 

provide various services to different types of end users. Figure 5.2 below shows the different 

forms of access parts of the network. One of these is known as FTTX (Fiber to the ‘X’), where 

‘X’ represents for as below: 
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Figure 5.2: Access network from the central office (CO) to the end customer 

 

N = Neighborhood; Represents the fiber network from the CO to the ONU location placed at  

 1 Km from the end user premise. 

C = Curb; Represents the fiber distribution from the CO to the Curb/Cabinet (ONU) placed at  

 1000 ft. from the end user premise. 

B = Business or O = Office; Represents fiber distribution from CO to Business Premise. 

H = Home; Represents the fiber distribution from CO to end users home premises. 

P = Premises includes (H and B). 

5.6 Passive Optical Networks 
 With the improvements in the access network technology and use of fiber deeper into the 

network has brought the wavelengths directly to the customer premise providing them better 

services in terms of bandwidth reliability and data quality. Current PON architectures based on 

tree topologies reach approximately 60 to 100 Km from OLT up to the customer end ONT 

(Optical Network Terminal) by using the passive splitters with amplification and have a 

differential reach of up to 20 Km between the two ONUs. With the advent of passive optical 
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networks the data rates for the different services have improved providing every end user with 

good bandwidths and bit-rates. In short, as the distance between the OLT and an ONU/ONT 

increases, the number of splits to each customer increases while the bandwidth provided per 

customer decreases. 

 

Different PON technologies that are in existence are as follows: 

 

PON Technologies 
Downstream Rate (in 

bps) 
Upstream Rate (in bps) 

Supported 

ONUs 

Broadband PON (BPON) 

ITU-T G.983.x 
622 Mbps 155 Mbps 32 

Gigabit PON (GPON) 

ITU-T G.984.x 

2.5 Gbps @ 40 Mpbs per 

user 
1.25 Gbps 64 to 128 

Ethernet PON (EPON) 

1000BASE-PX20per 

IEEE 802.3ah 

1.2 Gbps 1.2 Gbps 16 to 32 

10Gigabit Ethernet PON 

(GEPON) 
10 Gbps 

1 Gbps or 

10 Gbps 
16,32 or 64 

Wavelength Division 

MUX.  PON 

(WDM PON) or WPON 

20 Gbps @ approx. 1 

Gbps per user. 

20 Gbps @ approx. 1 

Gbps per user. 
16 to 32 

  

Table 5.2: Table showing the upstream and downstream bandwidths and number of splits supported by 

different PON Technologies [17]. 

Due to its higher bandwidth, security, transparency, less cost of n+1 transceivers (one at the 

central office and rest at ‘n’ end user locations) and the capability of transmitting more 

wavelengths from CO to ONTs at customer premises, the WDM PON networks are widely used. 

The wavelength used are 1490 nm (+ 10nm) for voice (VOIP) and data services while 1555 nm 

(+ 5 nm) for video transmissions. Similarly, they provide up streaming at 1310 nm wavelength.  

 

The figure 5.3 below depicts the WDM PON architecture where the remote nodes are the WDM 

based AWG filters for multiplexing / de-multiplexing and filtering the wavelengths. Future 

WDM PON technologies are working to transmit 64 wavelengths at 10 Gbps. Among the 

technologies mentioned in the table above, the GPON uses two wavelengths in the fiber for 

down streaming and up streaming respectively. An arrayed waveguide grating (AWG) is used as 

a passive splitter which handles both the down streaming and up streaming traffic. Various 

versions of WDM PONs have come into existence that allow filtering of specific wavelength 

required by the end user, at the remote node splitter (AWG) itself rather than in the older 

technologies where the filtering is done at every end user’s ONU/ONT. 
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Figure 5.3: A WDM PON with a wavelength filter at the remote node splitter (AWG) 
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6. Grooming in optical networks 

6.1 Introduction 
 Traffic grooming in optical networks refers to the process of multiplexing, switching and 

demultiplexing of wavelengths in efficient ways for improving network performance, throughput 

and bandwidth utilization while reducing the network cost and blocking ratio. Satisfying a given 

set of traffic requests by minimizing the network cost and maximizing the network throughput, 

have been the major focus areas of traffic grooming. Some of the important factors that affect 

traffic grooming are the traffic load, link and wavelength capacities, placement of grooming 

devices, number of grooming devices and wavelength granularities. In the recent and past years, 

various traffic grooming algorithms have been proposed by different researchers and experts. 

They tend to provide better solutions to the types of grooming device or grooming technology to 

be used and also for their placement in a network. Currently, grooming plays an important role in 

both the ring and mesh topology networks. 

Data streams within a single optical fiber are carried over different wavelengths. Each 

wavelength can be further divided into more than one channel having a lower ratio of the entire 

wavelength bandwidth. A lightpath from a source to destination may be formed using such 

wavelength channels of finer granularities. Efficient planning for placing the grooming devices 

within a mesh network is a complex task. Placing the grooming devices all over the mesh 

network can be both cost significant and lead to a bad performance [22]. 

The multiplexing and demultiplexing phase in the process of grooming can be any of the 

following techniques like [26]: 

 Time division multiplexing (TDM): This divides the wavelength bandwidth time into 

time slots of fixed intervals. Through this, more than one signal with different time slots 

can share a wavelength.  

 Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM): This divides the wavelength bandwidth into 

different channels of smaller fixed bandwidth which are dedicated for each lightpath. Ex: 

DWDM or CWDM. 

 Space Division Multiplexing (SDM): Makes use of the physical space in the media 

bandwidth for data transmission. Ex: mixing several fibers to form a cable or several 

cables to form a link.  

 Packet Division Multiplexing (WDM): This divides the wavelength bandwidth into 

multiple IP traffic streams called virtual circuits. Ex: IP Over WDM. 

WDM packet switching is the preferred switching technology for most of next generation optical 

networks [25]. However we are more focused over the circuit switching technology as for the 

benefits and increasing demands of transmitting of real time traffic over dedicated connections. 
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The figure 6.1 below depicts the importance of traffic grooming using three wavelengths (λ1, λ2, 

λ3). The node 3 as a grooming device does the following:  

 

Figure 6.1: Grooming three wavelength with the grooming device at node 3 [28]. 

 It grooms the red wavelength λ1 and the blue wavelength λ3 to fulfill the traffic request from 

node 1 to node 4 using the wavelength conversion option provided by the regenerators within 

the grooming device.  

 It also fulfills three traffic requests (node 2 to node 4, node 2 to node 5 and node 4 to node 5) 

by passing them through the grooming switch and simultaneously multiplexes the 

wavelength λ2 with λ1 and λ3 from node 3 to node 5. 

6.2 Types of grooming schemes and devices 
Three of the most common grooming schemes are: 

 Single hop Grooming.  

 Multi-hop Partial Grooming and  

 Multi-hop Full Grooming. 

 

Figure 6.2: Request 1(red line) is traversed from Single hop grooming nodes (a,e) and Request 2 (blue line) is 

traversed from multi-hop nodes (a,b,c,e) [25]. 
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The figure 6.2 above depicts the three lightpaths traversing the single hop and multi hop 

grooming mechanisms. In the figure there are two available wavelengths (red and blue) in order 

to fulfill two low speed connection requests (Request 1 and Request 2). The low speed 

connection requests from node ‘a’ to node ‘e’ in first case (Request 1) is using a single lightpath 

hop (LP4 (a,e)) in which the multiplexing is done at node ‘a’ and the demultiplexing at node ‘e’ 

(while node ‘d’ is a pass though). Another low speed connection request (Request 2) for the 

same source destination pair is through the nodes ‘b’ and ‘c’ which are the low speed grooming 

nodes and can switch the low speed traffic, making three lightpaths LP1(a,b), LP2(b,c) and 

LP3(c,e). Here node ‘a’ and ‘e’ are acting as the single-hop for ‘Request 1’ and as multi-hop 

partial grooming for the ‘Request 2’ at nodes ‘a’, ’b’, ’c’ and ‘e’. 

6.2.1 Single-hop Grooming 

As the name suggests the single-hop grooming refers to the processing (multiplexing) of 

wavelength streams at the source and destination nodes only using a single lightpath hop. It 

multiplexes multiple low speed streams from different client network elements at the source 

node and passes them through the intermediate nodes over a single wavelength (with wavelength 

granularity) until they reach the same destination for demultiplexing. This multiplexing and 

demultiplexing is only done at a single source and destination pair for multiple low speed 

streams. The type of grooming device used for single hop grooming is a transparent OXC called 

the W-fabric. This W-fabric switches the multiplexed optical streams at fixed wavelength 

bandwidths (or higher). The most common multiplexing scheme used in this device is the TDM. 

Since single-hop grooming is an end to end grooming scheme, this single-hop grooming devices 

perform well when placed at edge nodes of the network. Considering only the W-fabric to be 

present in the figure 6.3 below with input and output ports to be the fixed low speed streams, this 

device will function as a single-hop groomer.  

6.2.2 Multi-hop Partial Grooming 

 

Figure 6.3: Multi-hop partial grooming device having both W-fabric and G-fabric [26]. 
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The name multi-hop grooming refers to the processing of low speed wavelength streams at every 

intermediate multi-hop grooming device also known as the G-Fabric. The multi-hop partial 

grooming device has a few ports of W-fabric and a few of the G-fabric. The incorporation of the 

two switches (W-fabric and the G-fabric) enables it to function both as a single-hop and as a 

multi-hop grooming device. The interconnection between these two fabrics shows the grooming 

capacity of the entire device. The W-fabric is an optical switching fabric (wavelength fabric) that 

processes optical signals. While the G-fabric is an electronic switch fabric that can switch the 

low granularity traffic streams, convert them from one wavelength channel to another and also 

multiplex them with other low speed streams. The ratio of entire wavelength capacity to the 

lowest input port speed is known as the grooming ratio. The factors improving network 

performance using multi-hop partial grooming are grooming ratio and number of 

interconnections between the wavelength and grooming fabrics or the G-fabric switching. The 

figure 6.3 above shows a Multi-hop partial grooming fabric that has both the W-fabric and the G-

fabric. Based on the placement of multi-hop partial grooming devices in a network, four types of 

lightpaths may be formed: 

a) Multi-hop ungroomable: This lightpath is used to carry the traffic between any node pair 

which does not have the traffic grooming capability at finer granularity. 

b) Source-groomable: This lightpath has all the traffic that initiates from any source node 

having finer granularity switch and ends at a single common destination (lightpath LP3 in 

figure 6.2 shown above). 

c) Destination-groomable: This lightpath has all the traffic that initiates from a single 

commons source node and ends at any destination having finer granularity switching 

(lightpath LP1 in figure 6.2 shown above). 

d) Full groomable: This lightpath has finer granularity switches at both ends. It initiates 

from any source grooming device to any destination grooming device (lightpath LP4 in 

figure 6.2 shown above). 

6.2.3 Multi-hop Full Grooming 

Multihop full grooming scheme demultiplexes entire incoming wavelengths into low speed 

traffic streams. It has the capability to switch finer granularity streams in a non blocking manner. 

For this purpose it makes use of electronic switching fabric. Unlike a full wavelength converter, 

when this device is placed on every node of a network, it makes lightpath topology the same as 

the physical topology of the network. It can be used as a single-hop or a multi-hop grooming 

device. Full grooming device accepts the incoming time slots using time division multiple 

access, and then grooms them (switches the low speed streams from one channel to other) and 

finally multiplexes them using time division multiplexing technique. Figure 6.3 shown above 

works as a time division multiplexing switch if it has a G-fabric as an array of MUXs / DeMUXs 

with an opaque space switched cross connect in between. Irrespective of its placement in 

network architecture, this device improves the network performance with the increase in the 

number of devices in the entire network [25]. 
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Figure 6.4: An auxiliary graph showing the flow of communication within three types of grooming 

technologies [25]. 

The figure 6.4 shows an auxiliary graph with access, multiplexing, grooming and wavelength 

layers for the three types of grooming discussed so far. According to this graph, a single-hop 

grooming node after multiplexing can transmit the signals at wavelength granularity to the next 

node using the wavelength layer. However, the multi-hop partial grooming node can transmit the 

signals at finer granularity, directly to the grooming layer or it may work as a single-hop 

grooming model too. Finally in the multi-hop full grooming node, the low speed streams are 

transmitted directly to the grooming layer for switching and then to the wavelength layer for 

transmission at different wavelength channel. The grooming and the wavelength layers are 

interconnected as the G-fabrics are responsible for wavelength conversions in multi-hop devices.  
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7.  Network model, assumptions & tool 

7.1 Network model 
Below is a network model that we have assumed for our analysis. The model shows a simple 

mesh topology in the core, 2 metro rings and a PON access network. The entire core / metro 

architecture depicts 13 nodes having simple optical cross connects with basic switching 

capability. These 13 nodes are categorized as 6 intermediate nodes (in red color) and 7 edge 

nodes (in blue color). Each fiber link in the core / metro network (in blue) is assumed to be 

carrying 16 wavelengths over OC-768 (40G) or OC-192(10G) bandwidths. Similarly the access 

nodes establish PON architecture (WPON in particular) with each fiber link (in red) capable of 

carrying OC24 (1244 Mbps) or OC12 (622 Mbps) bandwidth. Most of the core/metro nodes are 

connected to either a central office (OLT) leading the network to access areas (customer ends) or 

with different servers (VOIP, Video, SAN, Content Management etc.).   

Our focus area is the analysis of core / metro through which heavy traffic (audio, video, data etc.) 

of many access networks are passed. We tried simulating different device placement schemes 

(other than just simple cross-connects) over edge and intermediate nodes of the core / metro area. 

 

Figure 7.1: Our proposed network topology with access, metro and core network. 
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7.2 Assumptions 
Our assumptions are as follows: 

Not more than 6 to 8 requests have been set to transmit from a specific border source node to 

different destination nodes, in the entire core/metro network.  

We have considered our network nodes as wavelength switches, which are interchanged in every 

proceeding step of our simulation to be a wavelength converter, a single hop grooming device, a 

multi-hop partial grooming device, a multi-hop full grooming device and finally a mix of 

wavelength conversion and grooming devices.  

The bar graphs in chapter 8 (Eg. Graph 8.2) has x-axis with following placement 

schemes.  

a) 0,3  represents zero devices from the middle nodes and three devices from edge nodes. 

b) 0,6 represents zero devices from the middle and six devices from edge nodes. 

c) 7,0 represents seven devices from the middle and zero devices from edge nodes. 

d) 7,3 represents seven devices from the middle and three devices from edge nodes. 

The traffic load is represented as: 

L = λH where,  

L = Offered load in unit Erlangs,  

λ= Number of lightpath requests per unit time, 

H= Average call holding time; where holding time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/H. 

All the arrival requests to the nodes have been considered to be Poisson distributed with mean 1/ 

λ. 

For all the traffic grooming simulations, we have selected TDM as the multiplexing technique 

having 7 timeslots per wavelength with a minimum of 1 timeslot and a maximum of 3 timeslots 

to be used per call. 

7.3 Network simulation tool 
We have chosen HEGONS (Heterogeneous Grooming Optical Network Simulator) as the tool 

for network simulations. This tool designed in VC++ allows us to create a physical topology by 

providing type of device on individual nodes and a link matrix in terms of number of 

wavelengths on each link denoting the physical connection between two nodes. The traffic load 

matrix (in Erlang units) provided by the input file is in terms of number of requests or arrivals to 

be transmitted from one node to another. It provides an option of running multiple batches over 

scheduled duration for each batch.  
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For the single-hop and multi-hop grooming devices having W-fabrics, there is an option of 

providing low speed input and output ports with number of wavelengths over each port as port 

capacity. For the multi-hop partial grooming devices there is an option of modifying the number 

of grooming ports or G-fabric switching.  Further it provides an option of dividing each 

wavelength into different timeslots and the number of minimum and maximum timeslots per call.  

Below is a snapshot of command line from the batch file for running our input file in HEGONS. 

 

The picture below is a sample input file that we need to create for feeding it to HEGONS. 
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Finally after running the simulations this tool calculates the average of blocking probabilities and 

device fairness and creates the output files.  
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8. Results and Discussions 
Applying the proposed placement schemes for the devices discussed in chapter 7 using the 

network model and assumption. After simulation we get the following results. 

8.1 Routing and wavelength assignment algorithms 

8.1.1 Routing algorithm 

The resultant table 8.1.1 below shows the average blocking probabilities when Fixed and Fixed 

Alternate algorithms were used.  

Routing Algorithm Fixed Alternate Routing Fixed Routing 

100 7,58% 9,96% 

120 10,40% 14,45% 

140 13,78% 18,78% 

160 17,33% 22,77% 

180 21,84% 26,40% 

200 27,16% 29,68% 

Table 8.1.1: Table shows the blocking probabilities over increasing loads for two different routing algorithms. 

This graph 8.1.1 depicts the values listed in the table 8.1.1. It shows the comparison of Fixed and 

Fixed Alternate routing algorithms. 

 

Graph 8.1.1: Graph shows the difference between Fixed and Fixed Alternate routing algorithms. 
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The simulation tool provides an option to choose either Fixed or Fixed Alternate algorithms as 

the routing methodologies. It also provides an option to simulate our wavelength and traffic 

matrices over four different wavelength assignment algorithms mentioned in chapter 4 of this 

report. 

For each routing algorithm, we have simulated our network using four different wavelength 

assignment algorithms. Finally we get the graph 8.1.1 for Fixed and Fixed Alternate routing 

algorithms. According to our assumptions of network topology, wavelength matrix and traffic 

loads we have obtained the graph 8.1.1, which shows that: 

The Fixed Alternate routing algorithm has less blocking probability on all loads and for any 

wavelength assignment algorithm as compared to the Fixed routing algorithm. 

 Our results are supported in [5]. 

The Fixed Alternate routing algorithm in this tool has been designed to create a list of randomly 

available routes from a source to destination. These routes may not necessarily be the shortest 

paths. This algorithm selects the first available path from the list. Hence this algorithm shows 

lower connection blocking when compared to the Fixed (shortest path) algorithm.  

Considering the Fixed Alternate algorithm as a better performing routing methodology, we have 

used this algorithm for our further simulations and analysis. 

8.1.2 Wavelength assignment algorithm 

Besides the analysis of routing algorithms, we have continued with the analysis of wavelength 

assignment algorithms to find the best performing algorithm for our simulations. For this we 

have analyzed First Fit, Random, Most Used and Least Used algorithms over Fixed and Fixed 

Alternate routing schemes. We have found our results analogous with the literature in [36]. The 

table 8.1.2 and graph 8.1.2 below show the average of blocking probabilities over traffic loads 

from 100 to 200 for four different wavelength assignment algorithms over Fixed and Fixed 

Alternate algorithms. 

Wavelength Assignment Algorithm Fixed Alternate Routing Fixed Routing 

First Fit 7,23% 8,49% 

Most Used 7,00% 9,42% 

Least Used 7,99% 10,15% 

Random 8,00% 10,68% 

Table 8.1.2: Table shows the average of blocking probabilities over traffic loads from 100 to 200 for four 

different wavelength assignment algorithms over Fixed and Fixed Alternate algorithms. 

The First Fit wavelength assignment scheme provides least connection blocking, then the 

Most Used, Least Used and Random algorithms are in the increasing order of network 

performance. 
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When analyzing the best wavelength assignment scheme for Fixed Alternate routing algorithm, 

the graph 8.1.2 shows that the Most Used wavelength assignment algorithm has the least 

blocking probability when compared to other algorithms. The performance order of other three 

algorithms was First Fit, Least Used and finally the Random algorithm with highest blocking 

probability.  

However we have chosen the First Fit as the wavelength assignment algorithm. The reason 

behind this is that this algorithm has no computational complexity and does not require 

maintaining of global state information. Hence it takes less time to assign the wavelengths over 

the routes, thus creating less connection blocking. 

 

Graph 8.1.2: Graph shows the performance difference of four wavelength assignment algorithms using Fixed 

Alternate and Fixed routing algorithms. 

8.2 Wavelength converters placement analysis 
 We have assumed full wavelength converter as a device for achieving better blocking 

performance. Our work proposes the placement of full wavelength converter devices by 
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of 6), 6 middle nodes, 7 border nodes and finally 10 mixed nodes placed as 3 in the middle 

(average of all possible combinations of 3 middle nodes out of 6) and 7 over the border. Since 

deployment of full wavelength converters is commercially cost significant. Hence, intelligent 

placement of few and sparse full wavelength converters provides cost efficiency with better 

network utilization, decreased blocking probability and increase in connection establishment. 

Graph 8.2 contains the results produced by our simulations showing the decreasing slope of 

blocking probabilities versus increasing traffic loads (in Erlang units), with increasing converter 

devices. 
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Wavelength Converter No Converter 0,3 0,6 7,0 7,3 

100 7,58% 4,82% 4,26% 3,62% 3,62% 

120 10,40% 6,95% 6,29% 5,47% 5,43% 

140 13,78% 9,24% 8,48% 7,42% 7,32% 

160 17,33% 12,24% 11,40% 10,08% 9,90% 

180 21,84% 15,23% 14,33% 12,74% 12,49% 

200 27,16% 18,06% 17,17% 15,31% 14,19% 

Average of Loads 16,35% 11,09% 10,32% 9,11% 8,82% 

Table 8.2: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different number of wavelength converters 

with different placement schemes over increasing loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs. 

The graph 8.2 below has been plotted for the table 8.2 above. 

 

Graph 8.2: Graph shows increased number of converters with respect to blocking probability 
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The motivation behind this behavior in our results is as explained in 3.7.2 Placement of 

Wavelength Converters. 

The line graph 8.3 is for the similar table 8.2. The results are: 

b) Using the Wavelength Converters reduces the connection blocking by a huge margin. 

In graph 8.3 the blue line for normal case maintains a large distance from the red line of first 

placement scheme (0,3) as compared to the distance maintained between the other lines of 

remaining placement schemes ((0,6), (7,0), (7,3)). The large distance between the blue line of 

normal case and red line of (0,3) case, is due to not using the converters in the first case. 

c) An intelligent sparse placement of wavelength converters in a network can give better 

performance than a network with more number of converters on most of its nodes. 

The negligible distance between the (red, green, purple and blue) lines of other placement 

schemes proposed, show that intelligent and sparse placing of converters using good heuristic 

algorithms will provide an almost similar performance in terms of connection blocking 

probability. These results are analogous to the work proposed in [20]. 

d) The network performance for a transparent network (without any converters) over higher 

loads becomes worse when compared to the network with 4wavelength converters. 

 

        Graph 8.3: Graph shows the difference between zero converters (blue line) and with converter (red line) 
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8.3 Single-hop grooming devices placement analysis 

The resultant table 8.3 lists the blocking probabilities with different placement schemes over 

increasing loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs. 

Single-hop Grooming 0,3 0,6 7,0 7,3 

100 0,94% 0,94% 0,86% 0,86% 

120 2,64% 2,62% 2,49% 2,49% 

140 5,39% 5,32% 5,14% 5,14% 

160 8,89% 8,90% 8,46% 8,46% 

180 12,73% 12,23% 12,03% 12,03% 

200 16,57% 16,24% 15,56% 15,57% 

Average 7,86% 7,71% 7,43% 7,43% 

Table 8.3:  Table showing resultant blocking probabilities with different placement schemes over increasing 

loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs. 

The graph 8.4 below has been plotted for the table 8.3 shown above. 

 

Graph 8.4: Graph shows the difference of using single-hop grooming devices on edge and intermediate nodes 
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interface. The grooming nodes have been placed using four different placement schemes similar 

to those defined in section 7.2 of this report. 

Results in the graph 8.4 show that: 

a) A decrease in blocking probabilities, with the increase in the number of single-hop devices. 

In graph 8.4, we notice a decrease in bars from placement schemes (0,6) to (7,0). This 

decrease is due to the fact that single hop traffic grooming devices provides better results while 

they are placed over the edge (border nodes) of the network. This means that this type of 

grooming is only performed before entering the source single-hop wavelength fabric and after 

leaving the destination single-hop wavelength fabric, while they do not provide similar blocking 

probabilities when placed in the intermediate nodes of the network (instead they provide higher 

blocking probabilities for any combination of (0,3) or (0,6) placement schemes) [21]. 

b) Placing the single hop grooming devices on the edge nodes provide better performance as 

compared to intermediate nodes. 

Now motivating on the negligibly decreasing factor of the bar graphs, we understand that 

according to our traffic matrix, every call request initiates from a border node and is destined to 

another border node. Since all our traffic is from one edge node to another, there is a lot of 

concentration of traffic load and wavelengths over the intermediate nodes that are used by the 

edge nodes to route their traffic through. Due to this reason the (0,3) & (0.6) placement schemes 

have higher connection blocking but with negligible variations. While the border nodes (with 

single hop W-fabric devices) provide better performance in terms of less blocking probabilities 

when compared to intermediate nodes. 

Also, for the final placement scheme of ten W-fabric single hop devices, placed as 7 over the 

border and 3 in the middle; the single hop devices in the 3 middle nodes are not fully utilized as 

the lightpaths from the source nodes to the destination nodes are routed over wavelength 

granularities through intermediate nodes, fulfilling every border to border request successfully in 

available wavelengths [22], [23]. 

c) An increase in the blocking probability with increasing load over varying number of single 

hop devices.  
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Graph 8.5: Graph shows increase in blocking probability with increase in load 

8.4 Multi-hop partial grooming device placement analysis 
Simulating the multi-hop partial grooming devices using the placement schemes and assumptions 

described in chapter 7, we obtain the following results: 

Multihop Partial Grooming 0,3 0,6 7,0 7,3 

100 0,81% 0,61% 0,71% 0,62% 

120 2,18% 1,80% 2,07% 1,81% 

140 4,05% 3,50% 3,94% 3,51% 

160 7,24% 6,63% 7,24% 6,72% 

180 10,82% 10,24% 11,04% 10,53% 

200 14,44% 13,97% 14,94% 14,47% 

Average 6,59% 6,12% 6,66% 6,28% 

Table 8.4: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different number of multi-hop partial 

grooming devices with different placement schemes over increasing loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs. 

The graph 8.6 plotted is for the table 8.4 above. 
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Graph 8.6: Graph shows difference of using multi-hop partial grooming devices on edge and intermediate 

nodes 
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a) The G-fabrics placed over the intermediate nodes provide less blocking probability as 

compared to those placed over the edge nodes.  

This is due to the lightpaths formed for our call request matrix (initiate and end at edge nodes). 

Due to this, there is a higher concentration of traffic loads (& finer granularity wavelength 

channels) over the intermediate nodes. Thus the G-fabrics placed on the intermediate nodes have 

a strong reason to perform well by processing the finer granularity traffic.  This motivation to our 

conclusion is supported in [24]. 

Another observation in the graph 8.6 is that the resultant bar of the (7,3) mixed placement 

scheme provides better performance than (7,0) scheme, however a bad performance than (0,6). 

The reason being that (0,6) scheme covers every intermediate node with grooming devices, thus 

providing best performance of all. While in (7,0) no intermediate node has a grooming fabric, so 

it has a worst performance in all. 

b) Increase in the number of grooming switches, decreases the blocking probabilities. 

Line graph 8.7 shows blocking probabilities vs. increasing number of partial grooming devices 

with respect to the increasing loads, for two different scenarios. From the graph, we can observe 

a big variation between the two lines (red and blue).  

Grooming Switches (g) 100 120 140 160 180 200 

g=2 0,69% 1,97% 3,75% 6,96% 10,66% 14,45% 

g=8 0,31% 0,91% 1,98% 3,47% 5,21% 6,99% 

Table 8.5: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different number of multi-hop partial 

grooming devices with different placement schemes as average of all the increasing loads from 100 to 200 

Erlangs. 

The graph 8.8 below is plotted for the values from the table 8.5 above. 

 

Graph 8.7: Line graph shows difference in blocking probabilities with different number of G-fabrics in multi-

hop partial groom device used over increasing loads. 
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Blue line represents blocking probability when 2 grooming ports were used while the red line 

below it represents the blocking probability when 8 grooming ports were used. The reason 

behind this variation is that an increase in the grooming ports leads to increased number of 

interconnections between the W-fabric and the G-fabric and also an increase in the G-fabric 

switching capacity. This leads to more number of wavelength channels being processed at finer 

granularity, thus reducing the blocking probabilities. These results are analogous to the analysis 

presented in [25]. 

8.5 Multi-hop full grooming device placement analysis 
Simulating the full grooming devices using the placement schemes and assumptions described in 

chapter 7, we obtain the following results: 

Multihop Full Grooming 0,3 0,6 7,0 7,3 

100 0,82% 0,75% 0,36% 0,16% 

120 2,33% 2,10% 1,12% 0,51% 

140 4,82% 4,31% 2,32% 1,06% 

160 8,00% 7,20% 3,70% 1,71% 

180 11,49% 10,48% 5,08% 2,38% 

200 14,99% 13,82% 6,40% 3,02% 

Average 7,07% 6,44% 3,16% 1,48% 

Table 8.6: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different number of multi-hop full 

grooming devices with different placement schemes over increasing loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs. 

The graph 8.8 is plotted for the data in table 8.6. 

 

Graph 8.8: Graph shows decrease in blocking with increase in number of multi-hop full grooming devices 
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For simulating the full grooming performances we are considering the assumptions of network 

topology, wavelengths and traffic matrices, TDM capacities and the 4 types of our device 

placement schemes discussed (in topic 7.2) above. With these assumptions and the functioning 

methodology of full grooming device based network, we have obtained the above results: 

Bar graph 8.8 above shows blocking probability and increasing number of devices in terms of 

average loads. According to the graph 8.8 as the number of full grooming devices increase, the 

blocking probability of the network decreases. This is motivated by the fact that as the number of 

full grooming devices increase, more and more lightpaths are formed using finer granularity 

traffic (low speed wavelength channels) with less blocking ratio; this in turn improves the 

network throughput and performance. 

Another observation is that the blocking probability using second placement scheme (0,6) is 

greater than the third placement scheme (7,0). And further we may notice that using the fourth 

placement scheme, the performance is the best. This proves that efficiently placing the full 

grooming devices over a mixed placement of edge and intermediate nodes provides far better 

results in the network performance when compared to placement schemes over edge or 

intermediate nodes alone.    

8.6 Comparison of all devices individually 
This time we have drawn the mean values of all the blocking probabilities from traffic loads 100 to 200 

Erlangs and compared them for the normal (using simple switches), Converters, Single-hop grooming 

devices, Multi-hop Partial devices and Multi-hop Full grooming devices using a line graph 8.9.  The table 

8.7 below shows the mean values.  

Comparing devices over  
traffic loads. 

100 120 140 160 180 200 

Normal Switches 7,58% 10,40% 13,78% 17,33% 21,84% 27,16% 

Wavelength Converters 4,78% 6,91% 9,25% 12,19% 15,13% 17,78% 

Single-hop grooming devices 0,90% 2,56% 5,25% 8,68% 12,26% 15,99% 

Multi-hop Partial grooming devices 0,69% 1,97% 3,75% 6,96% 10,66% 14,45% 

Multi-hop Full grooming devices 0,52% 1,51% 3,13% 5,15% 7,36% 9,56% 

Table 8.7: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different number of devices (wavelength 

converters, single-hop, multi-hop partial, multi-hop full) over similar placement schemes over increasing 

loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs 

The graph 8.9 below has been plotted for the table 8.7 above. 
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Graph 8.9: Graph shows the increase in blocking probabilities with an increase in load 

Line graph 8.9 is as per the assumptions described previously (Chapter 7.2). The line graph 

shows the average of all the placement schemes over increasing traffic loads from 100 to 200 

Erlangs. The most noticeable conclusion from the graph is increase in blocking probabilities. 

Upper extreme line is for simple switching devices having highest blocking probabilities for all 

loads while the line at lowest extreme shows the lowest blocking probabilities for all the load 

points of multi-hop full grooming devices. According to decreasing order of blocking 

probabilities and improved network performance, the converters perform well, next are the single 

hop devices, then multi-hop partial grooming devices and finally the full grooming devices. 

At finer granularity, the blocking probability of the full grooming device is the least, while the 

rest of lines plotted for different devices have high blocking probability.  

The gap between the full grooming and the partial grooming lines (in graph 8.9) reduces when 

more number of high speed streams is used for lightpath establishment because the full grooming 

devices are not able to perform the switching of high speed streams properly while the partial 

grooming devices (having w-fabrics) can perform well over the high speed streams. Similarly, in 

order to increase the gap between the two lines, a lot of low speed streams must be used at finer 

granularities for switching and lightpath establishments [25]. 

8.7 Comparison of different devices as pairs of edge and 

intermediate nodes 

Finally comparing the pairs of all different devices using three converters and three partial grooming 

devices over the intermediate nodes, we have obtained the values in table 8.8 below.   
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9,44% 7,86% 6,27% 4,28% 
 

8,27% 7,57% 6,28% 2,57% 

Table 8.8: Table showing resultant blocking probabilities by using different pairs of devices with any of the 4 

devices at edge nodes in combination with either wavelength converters or multi-hop partial grooming nodes 

at intermediate nodes, using similar placement schemes and over increasing loads from 100 to 200 Erlangs 

The graph 8.10 below is plotted for the values from the table 8.8 above.  

 

Graph 8.10: Graph shows blocking probability of converter, single-hop, multi-hop partial and full grooming 

devices on edge nodes and converters & multi-hop partial grooming device on intermediate nodes 

The graph 8.10 above has following denotations: 

Conv - Wavelength Converter 

SHG  - Singlehop Grooming Device 

PG    - Multihop Partial Grooming Device 

FG     - Multihop Full Grooming Device     

 

Graph 8.10 shows the analysis of all the devices we used on the edge nodes with a mix of either 

converters over the intermediate nodes (case 1) or partial grooming devices on the intermediate 

nodes (case 2). In both cases the results of 3 intermediate nodes is an average of all possible 

combinations of 3 pair intermediate nodes. 

Analysis of the results plotted in the above graph show us that in either cases of 3 converters or 3 

partial grooming devices the behavior of graphs has an analogous behavior with the last analysis 

done for all the devices (converters and grooming devices) individually. 
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In case 2 having intermediate nodes with partial grooming capability perform well as compared 

to the case 1 having converters as their intermediate nodes. This is due to the reason that partial 

grooming devices perform well over the intermediate nodes having more traffic loads as low 

speed wavelengths. 

In case 1, the first bar of (7 converter, 3 converters) shows very high blocking probability as 

compared to the first bar of case 2 (7 converters, 3 partial grooming devices). This means that a 

mix of converters and partial grooming devices gives lower blocking probability as compared to 

converters. This result is also supported in [22]. 
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9. Conclusion 

This dissertation presents a comparison of four different device placement schemes for four 

different devices that include the wavelength converters, single-hop grooming, multi-hop partial 

grooming and multi-hop full grooming. It also presents a literature review for the comparison of 

lightpath routing algorithms and also of device (wavelength converter and traffic grooming 

capable device) performances. These comparisons have been done by calculating the overall 

network blocking probabilities over increasing traffic loads as the performance metrics and by 

using a simulation tool for obtaining the performance results. 

For this we have created a sample network model from the metro core to the access areas.  

Assuming the varying behavior and importance of the core metro nodes for provisioning of 

wavelength conversion and traffic grooming devices, we have proposed 4 different placement 

schemes. These schemes include the edge nodes, intermediate nodes and a combination of those 

two in our proposed network model. 

The results we obtained from our simulations show us that wavelength converters can produce 

good results when compared to simple optical switches without conversion. They also prove that 

an increase in the number of converters in a network, whether they are placed over the edge 

nodes or the intermediate, (provided they are distributed in a sparse and random manner) will 

reduce the network blocking probability. 

The results of single-hop grooming devices show us a good performance with reduced 

connection blocking ratios over the edge nodes of the network rather than over the intermediate 

nodes. In contrast to the single-hop grooming, the multi-hop partial grooming show us increased 

blocking ratios over the edge nodes of the network when compared to the intermediate nodes. 

Irrespective of the edge or intermediate nodes, multi-hop full grooming nodes show a noticeable 

decrease in the blocking probabilities with an increase in the number of devices.  

Eventually, the authenticity in the behavior of our (wavelength conversion and grooming) device 

comparison results proven by the similar behavior in the nature of results produced by other 

literatures, leads us to conclude that the full grooming is the best performing technology when 

compared to wavelength converters and with other grooming methods.  

The results also make us conclude that though the grooming devices are better performing with 

respect to reduced blocking probabilities, however when compared to the wavelength converters 

they are cost significant devices due to their complex design and hardware. Thus efficient 

algorithms are needed to plan the intelligent placement of grooming devices along with 

wavelength converters over edge and intermediate nodes in a network, so that they produce a 

high performing network in terms of network throughput and reduced blocking probabilities. 
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